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Monday, September 5 of 2016

APPARITION OF CHRIST JESUS DURING THE 38th MARATHON OF DIVINE MERCY, IN THE CITY
OF BELO HORIZONTE, MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO
CORAZÓN

Now ignite the light of your hearts, just as you did in these last hours, so that I can enter and have
My definite dwelling place.

I Am the Jesus of Mercy, the Source of all the prodigies for all the Universe and all of Creation.

Let us greet our Father Who is in the Heavens, for His Grace permeates us, He deeply
interpenetrates us in order for us to achieve peace.

Happy are those who are with Me now, in any part of the world, because there I am with them to
pour out My Divine Mercy, just as today I poured it out upon you.

Place your hands in reception to receive My Light.

I Am that Mystery that many have not understood and that comes from the Infinite, from the origin
of Creation.

I Am that Mystery that has not yet been revealed, because only a part of it was shown when I was
on Earth among you to preach the Word of God and to have you live again in My Spirit.

I Am this visible signal for all. I Am this infinite and invincible Love that can enter into each human
heart to completely transform it, in the image and likeness of God.

I Am this Mystery that is being revealed little by little through each meeting with Me. And in all the
months that have gone by, I have left you a key so that you could deeply know Me.

Thus, I am here today, in omnipresence and with each one of My followers that open again to
receive My Grace, the glorified Grace of the Son of God Who is returning to the world again and
preparing consciousnesses for this great moment. For this reason, you still cannot see Me, because I
am a Mystery, but I cease to be so when My Love is in you. In this way, all is understood and all is
revealed.

I am bringing new revelations to the world and to the consciousness of your group; because you are
a very old flock, which not only walked with the peoples of the desert, under the guidance of
Moses, but also walked with Me to find the Path of Light and of Redemption again.

It is for this reason, companions, that it is not the first time that you meet Me, nor is it the last time
that I call you to live My Plan of Redemption.

There is still much to do in this world, and I awaken young spirits so that they may be My apostles,
just as the twelve were in the past. But these apostles of the new time come to complete My
Redeeming Work, the Work of the new era, the Work of the Mercy of God.
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That is why I reveal the Mysteries to each one of them, in the silence of the heart and of prayer. The
veils fall from the consciousness and souls know their true reality; they cease to be ignorant about
the Plan of God and they know universal life within themselves.

Thus, today I do not only come in Mercy; I come in sidereal Light, like a potent Sun among all the
suns that exist within this material universe. 

But I Am not a physical sun. I Am more than an angel, when I rose to the Glory of God.

I Am this Mystery that shows itself, month after month, to the heart that opens, little by little, to
recognize Me.

I Am this spiritual Sun that illumines the darkness and the abysses, that brings peace to lost hearts,
and causes spiritual life to resurrect in consciousnesses.

I Am this solar Light that permanently emits impulses, and that in the end of these times, awakens
the consciousness of each being to the principle of their real origin, of their real essence, of their
real Source within Creation.

I Am this infinite life that came to be with you 2000 years ago.

I Am the Beginning and I Am the End. But not a material beginning or end.

I Am the cycle that renews all things.

I Am this Purpose of God manifested in the world through the Heart of the Son of God, that can
beat in each one of you to transfigure you and transform you.

I come from a very distant place, which you know as Heaven. It is more than that, companions, it is
Divine Life manifested in the Consciousness of God; it is this cosmic impulse that originated the
creation of all the universe, on the spiritual plane, on the mental plane, and on the material plane.

You are part of this principle and of this origin. You are molecules of Light that emerged from a
Greater Source to bring to the Earth the redemption that humanity needs.

You came here to learn about love and forgiveness. You came here, companions, to learn to be real
suns on the Earth, that would be able to illuminate all the times until you reach the Real Time, the
real time of your consciousnesses, which is not here in this material life, but rather beyond your
souls and spirits.

But on this afternoon, I draw you closer to this reality, because your hearts have implored for this.
This is your true revelation, the most important one of all time: that you come to know who you are
and what you have come to do in this place, in this planetary cycle. 

So, I emit My Impulse of Light to all, like a constant and shining powerhouse that renews all
consciousnesses and the creatures that listen from the heart to the Word of God.

I come to expand your consciousnesses all the time; I come to bring the new and the unknown, what
you have never learned in any other time.
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For this reason, companions, I Am this Sun that descends from the Greater Universe on these sacred
dates, so that souls do not miss the opportunity of being reborn, of awakening and of serving the
Plan of God.

The world must change and this will first begin in you.

Many of you are already aware that Infinity, the Beginning and the End, that the One and what
exists beyond everything, has come to visit you to awaken you to the Great Truth at this end time.

Be witnesses to this legacy that I bring you, which is not material nor mental. It is beyond the
spiritual, beyond that which you truly are, where the real things of God are held, in the sublime
spirit of each being.

I want you to wake up to this, companions, because My soldiers must be strong for the end times
that are coming to the world. I will not be able to teach these things to all of humanity, because of
its great indifference and ignorance, but I will be able to teach you, because you will be responsible
for re-transmitting it to the world, with simplicity and love, in the language that each heart can
understand.

And now I show to all of you the Sun that I Am; because I Am that I Am and I come from the
beginning, where all was created in the essence of the Love of the Heart of God.

From there emerged the Son of God, the Firstborn, your Great Patriarch, Prophet and Master of
humility.

I came to show the world, in that time, that things are not how they are experienced and that a deep
and true reality exists that goes beyond this material life.

All the material Universe learns from this sacred existence, and thus, the codes descend, from
dimension to dimension, to renew all things and generate the evolution of all lives of the Universe.

I come to show you My patriarchy and also the Government of God, which rules all the Universe
and beyond this one.

Do you now understand, companions, Who you are with? I was a simple man of Nazareth, but that
was only an aspect among all those that I have in this spiritual, mental, and material Universe.

I am not just one thing, or one form, in His likeness. I Am something more than that, companions.

I Am more than the Breath of the Spirit of God.

I Am His Messenger and His Great Servant, who in essence and life offered to die for you, so that
today you would be here, listening to this great Mystery of the Sacred Books of God, of the keys of
Enoch and of King Solomon.

In all the history of the planet there is a precious legacy that is kept, in which you are participating
today, on coming to know the Truth about the Son of God, in His deep essence of Love and of
Unity.

I bring the Universe so that you may know it, but mainly, so that you may love it; because the
Universe of God, which is everything, has been forgotten by this humanity.
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It will be enough, companions, for you to find yourselves in the night of a starry sky and to look
upward to find your origin in all this Creation; precious pieces of a great puzzle that begins to be
built by each one of your hearts in this redeeming work that you experience with Me today.

I asked you to be like angels. Today I ask you, companions, to be like all the suns of the Universe.
Because in spite of being millions in all this Creation, your inner Sun can shine more than them,
because held inside of you is the key of Love and of Unity; something that the Universe learns
about, from time to time, through the project of this humanity and the story of its evolution.

You are writing a story at this moment. And at the request of My eternal Father, I come to write,
companions, with the pen of God, what is now happening within and outside of you in this sacred
Unity.

In this way, I have you understand that you are not only matter, body or mind; that you are
something beyond that, which you can know when you open every day to experience it in a
profound and sacred prayer, to glorify the Father that is in the Heavens and be witnesses to His
legacy on Earth.

I thus come to relieve your cross, so that you can awaken to the new, which is written in the
parables of the Gospel as the first initiations of My disciples, as the basic laws to learn to love and
know to be in unity with your neighbors.

If you simply live these basic rules you will have no reason to suffer.

It would make no sense, companions, because who lives in the Law of Love and of Unity will
always be in peace and will know what to do in the vast Universe of Divine Will.

Again, now, I show you My Sun, the Sun that I Am.

And from the center of My Chest, I emit and radiate the Rays of this Sun to those who open to
receive them, in profound humility, and in reverence to God for this Grace and this Mystery that
awakens to its great revelation.

And so I can say to you: you are part of the Divine Consciousness; beings in redemption and
rehabilitation, who must hold in your cells the experience of forgiveness and of love, to offer it
when you ascend to the feet of the Creator.

Your souls find repose, your feet find rest, your bodies find a refuge of peace, so that My Father
may be glorified for the centuries to come.

Feel the magnetism of My immaterial and spiritual Consciousness, which embraces all that is
corrupt to make it incorrupt, luminous in the eyes of God and sublime in the eyes of the Creation. It
is matter that transfigures, just as the Son of God was transfigured at Mount Tabor, preparing for
His Death and His Resurrection. In this way I come to teach you, companions, the eternal Laws.

Let us give thanks to God for having manifested these principles in the sacred Sacraments; which
are the deepest and core roots for the souls of this great tree of Light and of Wisdom of the Father.

Through the Sacraments, I left you a legacy, the Source of Renewal, which is what you most need
in this time in order to follow My Plan of Peace in the world.
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May your hearts live the ardor of My Heart, the sublime Fire of My Spirit, which transforms all
molecules and vivifies all cells, to make them into an image and likeness of God, to have the
consciousness of each being remember what it really was in the beginning, before having deviated
through Adam and Eve.

So, I come to institute the original Project in a new aspect, showing Myself as the most solar and
humble, serving and simple Angel of the whole Universe.

My Kingdom is not of this world, it is of others, it is of God; of your Beloved Father, Who
contemplates you through the Sun of My Heart, thus establishing sacred Unity.

Now place your hands on your heart and feel the peace of My Spirit, the serenity of My Soul, the
Love of My Consciousness, the grandeur of My Heart, in Mercy and Pity.

Incense.

Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón:

At the request of the Master, we are going to gently connect with Abba, with the Primordial Source
of Love and of Unity. With all love and gratitude because Christ is here.

Song: "Abba, Fuente Primordial."

Who washes their feet, renews their paths. Enter My Path of Light to be able to renew in the Father,
the Son and the Holy Spirit.

Who eats of this Body and drinks of this Blood, I tell you again companions, will have eternal life.
This is the greatest gift for God and for all the self-summoned that reaffirm their vows in Christ to
continue onward, until I return to the world to have you know My Glory.

Today I rise from this place, happier, seeing that the results are immaterial for each one of the
consciousnesses that dare to live in the Law of God and to know the true treasure, which is Love
and Unity.

Now sing to thank My Father.

I stretch out My Arms to you and, imposing My Hands on your souls, I bless you, in the name of the
Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.

Go in peace and joy, because a new Christ is joy and a source of renewal, until the Plan is fulfilled.

I thank you.

Now I want you to sing "Hallelujah" to Me, as you have sung twice before, because in this praise,
your inner children can be born. Remember that the littlest children are the first to enter the
Kingdom of God and you can be as children, to praise God and bring His angels to Earth.

I invite all those who listen, companions, through this medium of communication that My Mother
has blessed, to sing to My Heart, without fear of opening to the truth of what you are: the Origin.

I thank you!


